Abstract. The type of fire alarm system and grades of standards exist fuzziness. fuzzy mathematics relative membership grade theory and probabilistic neural networks are combined to build a fuzzy probabilistic neural network (FPNN) evaluation model of fire alarm system. The method of constructing model is proposed based on indicators relative membership degree matrix interpolation. By comparing with other methods, the model is verified to be effective and the result is objective and reliable.
Introduction
The performance of the automatic fire alarm system is very important because it has an effect on the early warning ability of the fire, the ability of the alarm and the ability to extinguish the fire. In the paper, the new Chinese national standard GB50116-2013 "automatic fire alarm system design specifications" and national guidance documents GB / Z24978-2010 "automatic fire alarm system performance evaluation" is analyzed. Product performance includes reliability, environmental adaptability, compatibility, maintainability, scalability, ease of use, etc. At present, the research on the performance of the automatic fire alarm system is mainly aimed at the reliability of the fire alarm system and other properties are less considered.
In 2009, Zhao Hairong analyzed the method of system failure risk based on fault tree and summarized the factors affecting the reliability of the system [1] . Wang Qingxi analyzed the causes of urban tunnel fire and the established model of BP neural network evaluation [2] . Zuo Lai established the evaluation indexes of fire alarm system by using fuzzy algorithm and genetic algorithm [3] . In 2012, Xing Zhixiang calculated the reliability of fire alarm system by numerical calculation method [4] .
FPNN evaluated using an automatic fire alarm performance

A Selection and evaluation of grading standards
When evaluating the system or other components, the six categories as the first level evaluation index are selected, including reliability, environmental adaptability, compatibility, maintainability, scalability and ease of use.
B Quantitative assessment indicators
The performance evaluation index system of fire alarm system can only be used to describe the performance of the system, and cannot be described by the exact numerical value. These evaluation indexes have some fuzziness. This evaluation index performance can be represented by a number of  College students training program of innovation and entrepreneurship in Shenyang Aerospace University DS504101 (NCEECE 2015) figures by expert scoring. The expert scoring method is mainly based on the practical experience or by the calculation of the theorem formula [5] . 
D Realization of probabilistic neural network by MATLAB
The PNN neural network toolbox of MATLAB contains many functions for PNN analysis and design.
(1)newpnn(P,T,SPREAD): It can quickly create a probabilistic neural network. 
Engineering examples
According to the evaluation and classification of fire automatic alarm system, 30 learning samples and 15 test samples are selected. The reliability, environmental adaptability, maintainability, scalability, ease of use and compatibility are selected for the input vector. The number of neurons in the input layer is six. The output is evaluation class that has five level. Newpnn (P, T) function in Matlab neural network toolbox can be used to establish the PNN model and SIM (net, P) function can be used to simulate, after the original data is dealed with fuzzy algorithm. After multiple parameter optimization operation, the smoothing parameter of the best effect of the Gauss function is 0.5 to 0.4. The program of FPNN training and simulating is given. 
Summary
The performance of fire alarm system is evaluated by fuzzy probabilistic neural network (FPNN). The influence of various factors on the performance can be considered by the relative membership degree of fuzzy mathematics. The existence shortcomings of the maximum membership degree that only considered the extreme value and lost the intermediate information can be overcome. Probabilistic neural network is based on the Bayesian minimum risk criteria and the evaluation criteria can be used to evaluate the performance of the fire alarm system. The network training need not a large number of samples and the artificial regulation parameters are less. In the training, only the smoothing factor of the Gauss function is estimated. The training speed is fast and has a strong ability of fault tolerance and adaptive capacity. The classification ability is strong and the evaluation results are reasonable and reliable.
